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Abstract: Time series of intraday observations often consist of more than one seasonal cycle. Previous work adapted the Holt-Winters exponential smoothing method in order to capture the intraday and intraweek cycles in half-hourly electricity demand. This paper evaluates the usefulness of this double seasonal method for minute-by-minute demand observations for prediction from 10 to 30 minutes ahead. The paper also presents a triple seasonal adaptation of the Holt-Winters method in order to accommodate the additional intrayear cycle evident in a large sample of half-hourly data. For application to intraday call centre arrivals, a count data version of the double seasonal method is developed. The focus here is density forecasting with Poisson arrivals being the standard assumption. Data used in the paper includes British and French electricity demand series, and call centre arrivals data from a large UK retail bank and NHS Direct.
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